This form is provided for written comments on the Health Statistics Review Follow-up: Cancer and Birth Outcome Analysis in the Endicott area. These comments will be considered, summarized, and addressed in the final health consultation.

Comments on the Health Statistics Review Follow-up:

I try to be heard: My Dad worked at IBM for years — 30+ — diagnosed Myelogenous Leukemia. There is no hereditary tendencies — no Mediterranean aneupysia in this family. Whatever, he gave blood for many yrs at the facility until I was at IBM observed an anemic condition transformed into "leukemic cells." He was treated aggressively at the Cancer Institute and died a horrific death in 1999. He was a better chemist, an energetic, very strong, healthy, prominent leader — physically fit and the "cleaned" of IBM with chemicals totally unperceived from company standards. I have blood, bone marrows. In this family he was "leukemic," a Goy. (Please note rejection issues and wait desperately to be heard, so that people in this area of suffering can be free. I can write out details. IBM is uniquely responsible. For the lives of human beings.)

If you wish, please provide your name and contact information. We will use this information to contact you if we need clarification on your comments. We appreciate your input.

Name: __
Address: __
Phone: __

Please hand this in at the availability session, or if you wish to mail it, please send to: Endicott HSR Follow-up, NYS DOH, 547 River St, Room 200, Troy, NY 12180. Comments may also be submitted by email to: beoe@health.state.ny.us All comments are due by May 28, 2007.

Please Call me anytime.
As for this report (I have read in its entirety) (thank you for it):

I believe much more study is needed — more people can help in the data — we can volunteer one

time if needed.

So much of your studies are "preliminary; "

yet they are conclusions. We must

work harder & quickly.

[Signature]